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Project status (1)
●

2005: SuperB physics studies initiated:
‧ The Discovery Potential of a Super B factory, hep-ph/0503261.
‧ SuperB: a linear high-luminosity B Factory, hep-ph/0512235.

●

Dec. 2010: SuperB approved as 1st in a list of 14 “flagship” projects within the
Italian national research plan, with a financial allocation of 256 M€ in six years.

●

May 2011: Tor Vergata (Univerity Roma-II) site choosen.
SuperB collaboration created.
http://superb.infn.it/home

●

Oct. 2011: Cabibbo Laboratory consortium created to build the SuperB accelerator.
International team consisting today of: Italy, US, France, Russia, UK.
http://www.cabibbolab.it
Later : evolve towards an ERIC.

●

2012: MOUs with various institutions completed: CERN, Orsay, SLAC, Novosibirsk, ...
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Project status (2)
●

Nov. 2012: cost review by research ministry.
➛ Nov. 29th, 2012: SuperB project as such is too expensive
for Italy given the current economical situation.

●

INFN news from Nov. 29th, 2012:

“ I risultati della commissione internazionale nominata dal MIUR per il costing review del progetto bandiera SuperB sono
stati esaminati ieri dal Ministro della Ricerca che ha voluto discuterne con i vertici dell’INFN e successivamente con quelli
del Cabibbolab.
Il Ministro ha fatto presente che non erano in discussione l’importanza e la qualità del programma, ma che le condizioni
economiche del paese e i limiti previsti dal Piano Nazionale per la Ricerca, erano incompatibili con i costi del progetto
valutati.
Il Ministro, mostrando grande disponibilità, ha dato la possibilità all’INFN di proporre progetti, sempre nella tipologia dei
“progetti bandiera”, compatibili con lo stanziamento previsto inizialmente. Le proposte dovranno essere valutate entro pochi
mesi. L’INFN sta quindi vagliando le idee in merito.
Tra le possibilità, comunque, verrà esplorata con convinzione l’ipotesi di presentare il progetto per la realizzazione di un
laboratorio internazionale finalizzato alla costruzione di una macchina acceleratrice nell’area di Frascati. “
●

Next step:
SuperB is investigating how to answer to this proposition and redefine the project.
➛ in the following is presented the SuperB project as it was foreseen until now.
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The physics case
●

The Higgs-like particle apart, no indications so far of new light particles at LHC:
Where/what is the Beyond SM physics? Very few experimental indications:
‧ lepton flavour is violated,
‧ it should exist another source of CP violation,
‧ dark matter and dark energy?
‧ several puzzling ~3σ smoking guns, mainly in the flavour sector:
muon g-2, sin2θW, B→τν, B→D(*)τν, di-µ same charge asymmetry, Vub, ...

Finding and decoding NP will not be easy!
➛ a global effort based on different programs:

new physics?

‧ The quantum path: intensity frontier.
Indirect sensitivity to NP needs:
‧ high statistics,
‧ good experimental precision,
‧ good theory understanding.
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new physics?

‧ The relativistic path: energy frontier.
LHC

➛ complementarity and emulation between different programs:
enhanced sensitivity to New Physics.
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The “SuperB” physics program
●

Two scenarios when SuperB planned to start taking data (2018):
‧ NP is not found at the LHC: look for indirect NP signals, up to larger scales than
LHC (10 TeV and more) and exclude regions in parameter space.
‧ NP is found at the TeV scale at the LHC: determine the detailed flavour structure
of NP couplings.
➛ crucial role of SuperB in all cases, with a program covering:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

CKM matrix elements,
Rare B and D decays,
Mixing and CPV in B0 and D0,
Bs0 physics,
τ physics,
Precision electroweak physics,
Spectroscopy,
Direct searches.
➛ double prong attack on the quark and lepton sectors
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From

●

to

Goal: with same per-event performances as BaBar (spatial resolution, particle-Id),
the physics program requires:
‧ Integrated luminosity: 75 ab-1 in 5 years @ Υ(4S).
‧ Instantaneous luminosity: ≥ 1036 cm-2 s-1 @ Υ(4S).
‧ Longitudinal e- polarisation: 60-80%.
‧ Centre-of-mass energy: flexible from τ threshold to Υ(5S).
➛ SuperB is a super τ-B-D factory:
-0
- and 7x1010 τ+τ10
0
8×10 coherent and boosted B B and -as much B+B- + 1011 e+e-→cc
9
0 0
+ 0 -0

+ several 10 coherent and boosted D D and as much D D + B sB s.
●

Use large parts of the BaBar detector, but:
‧ Higher acquisition rate.
‧ Increased machine induced backgrounds.
‧ Reduced boost: βγ = 0.24 @ Υ(4S) (w.r.t. 0.56 in BaBar)
➛ some parts of the SuperB detector need R&D.
➛ the SuperB experiment takes advantage on instrumental
and analysis knowledges gained with BaBar.
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The SuperB accelerator
●

Asymmetric beams : e- 4.18 GeV / e+ 6.7 GeV, in 2 rings of diameter 1258 m.

●

Keep low beam currents, similar to PEP-II, to limit the background.

●

Minimise building costs: re-use parts of PEP-II.

●

SuperB may host a very intense Synchrotron Radiation light source with several beamlines.

●

To reach 1036 cm-2s-1: transverse beam size ~ 30 nm
(ultra-low emittance beam from ILC).

short z
bunches

σx

➛ need effective σz very small: very hard to do.
➛ use long bunches (large σz) + large Piwinski crossing angle.
➛ very large undesirable beam-beam effects.

σz

➛ pre-distort the beams (crab waist).

overlap
region

crab
waist
●

σz

Collision scheme with large Piwinski angle + crab waist
successful tested at DAFNE in 2009:
instantaneous luminosity x3.
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σx

large z
bunches

The SuperB site
SuperB
site

~4

.5

km

LNF

vibration requirement
public works near the
measurement point!
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Site vibrations are
extremely small:
~ 30 nm around
the ring.

The SuperB detector
Based on BaBar detector design
1m
FDIRC:
K/π/p id.

IFR:
KL/µ id.
EMC

drift chamber

E(e+) = 6.7 GeV

E(e−) = 4.2 GeV
forward p-id

vertex detector

backward EMC
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The SuperB detector
Parts reused from BaBar detector

solenoid (1.5 T)
& Flux return

barrel EMC:
CsI(Tl) crystals

E(e+) = 6.7 GeV

E(e−) = 4.2 GeV

Focusing DIRC
quartz bars
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The physics reach
●

Predictions = BaBar measurements extrapolations, and simulations = BaBar-like
analysis framework:
‧ robust predictions,
‧ room for improvement: improve tracking algorithm, polarisation, ...

●

In general reasonable progresses in theory are assumed.

●

Only a very few examples of physics reach are shown here.
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Rare decays
Look for highly suppressed decay modes in the SM
➛ any observable rate is an unambiguous sign of NP.
Some of the SuperB golden channels:
- b → sγ,
‧ B+ → τ+ν, B+ → μ+ν, b → sνν,
‧ D0 → μμ, D0 → γγ
‧ Bs0 → γγ
‧ τ → μγ, 3ℓ
●

●

b →sℓℓ

Another way to look for NP at flavour factories:
not-so-small decay channels with good SM prediction,
e.g. B→D(*) τ+ν.
SuperB benefits from:
‧ A cleaner environment (w.r.t. LHCb):
only “signal meson” and “tag meson”.
➛ good ability to reconstruct inclusive decays
and decays with neutrals (ν, γ).
‧ Reduced boost (w.r.t. BaBar, Belle, Belle-II)
and improved particle identification
➛ improved acceptance.
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I am an
exotic
pinguin

(stolen from...? G.I.?)

●

BTAG

XB-

e+
Υ(4S)

D(*)0
B+

τ+
ντ

μ+

eνμ
ντ
BSIG

Charged lepton flavour violation
In the SM with ν oscillations: LFV ∼(Δmν2/MW2)2
➛ non-observable effects
for instance: B.R.(μ→eγ) ∼10-50-10-54.
Almost QCD-free SM prediction ➛ unambigous NP signal.
●

●

Many NP scenarios predict enhancements
up to observable levels in SuperB.

τ → ℓγ
●

τ → ℓℓℓ

Beam polarisation helps suppress background or discriminate among NP models.
Sensitivity increased by at least x2, usually better because it is a background-free search.
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sin2θW
●
●

High luminosity ⊗ clean experimental environment ⊗ polarised beam =
+
+
+
+
By measuring ALR in e e ⟶ e e , μ μ , τ τ , cc and bb (with Z-γ interference)
ALR =

σL - σR
σL + σR

~ gVf = T3f - 2 Qf sin2θW

SuperB reaches: δ(sin2θW) = ± 0.0002.
To be compared to the SLC accuracy:
sin2θW = 0.23098 ± 0.00013

What is the source of the 3.2σ
discrepancy on sin2θW as measured
through ALR(SLD) and AFB(b) at the Z pole?

x

x

x SuperB

mH ~ 125 GeV
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The uncertainty is dominated by
the polarisation measurement.

Charm oscillation
SuperB is a charm-factory! Charm hadrons are produced:
‧ at Υ(4S): from e+e-→cc- and through B decays ➛ easy to disentangle.
‧ at ψ(3770): coherent D-D production ➛ very small background
+ D0 flavour tagging at production time (semi-leptonic and K).
-

SuperB-ϒ(4S)
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yD
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●
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|
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Run at charm threshold ψ(3770):
‧ 500 fb-1 at ψ(3770) in < 1 year of SuperB running.
‧ Improvements thanks to Dalitz plotz model uncertainty schrinking
+ information on strong phase δKπ added.
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SuperB
500 fb-1 ψ(3770)
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CP violation in the charm sector
●

Measurement of the cu UT:

prediction from CKM fit: βc = (0.0350 ± 0.0001)º
●

Important measurements while:
‧ New source of CP violation needed ➛ look for additional phases ;
‧ Only oscillating system involving down-type quarks in the box diagram ;
‧ Recent unexpected direct CPV observation in D0 decays by LHCb and CDF.

●

Example: combined Υ(4S)+ψ(3770) sensitivity on βc
-0
0
using time dependant D and D decays measurements:
asymmetry = f(λf)

where: arg(λf) = Φmix - 2βc.
Φππ

●

ΦKK

Phys.Rev. D84 (2011) 114009

and arXiv:1204.2303

SuperB vs. LHCb:
‧ More statistics at LHCb but more background,
lower trigger efficiency, and annoying decay time dependance.
‧ Worst decay time resolution in SuperB. Could be improved by a better boost choice
at ψ(3770). Studies undertaken to optimise acceptance vs. decay time resolution.
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Flavour experiments complementarity
τ decays

B0, B+ decays
K*ee

K* μ μ

Bs0 decays
Charm
Electroweak

CKM
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Summary and outlook
●

SuperB is an ambitious project based on a very innovative accelerator.
Flexible beam energy from charm threshold up to 5S and beam polarisation are
unique assets of SuperB.

●

Crucial role of SuperB in a “standardissimo” picture: find evidences of NP if no signs
at LHC or understand the flavour structure of NP if it is found at LHC.

●

Good complementarity also of SuperB with other flavour projects.

●

SuperB project was approved and a first financial support was given by the Italy.

●

The site was selected and qualified.

●

The Nicola-Cabibbo-Laboratory was created to manage the SuperB project.

●

SuperB Technical Design Report: currently under review.

●

No further allocations are available under the present economic situation.
The previously allocated sum is still available for possible new deliverables
➛ SuperB investigates how to propose an alternative project: Tau-Charm Factory.
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Super Flavour Factory
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
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Further documentation

●

SuperB Conceptual Design Report: arXiv:0709.0451

●

SuperB Progress Report:
‧ Physics:
arXiv:1008.1541
‧ Detector: arXiv:1007.4241
‧ Accelerator: arXiv:1009.6178

●

The impact of SuperB on flavour physics:

●

European Strategy: SuperB Physics Programme submitted to ESG Cracow Sep 2012.

●

SuperB Technical Design Report: currently under review.

arXiv:1109.5028
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The SuperB detector
New R&D’s

IFR:
‧ replace LSST
with scintillators
+WLS fibers +
SiPM.
‧ re-optimise
iron distribution.

Electronics - Trigger - DAQ:
completely new

forward EMC:
pure CsI crystals
or CsI(Tl)+LYSO
hybrid solution

drift chamber:
‧ re-optimised concept
‧ lighter and faster
‧ cluster counting dE/dx

vertex detector:
‧ add a Layer-0
‧ new read-out chip
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The SuperB vertex detector SVT
●
●
●

Based on the BaBar vertex detector which performed good.
Smaller boost at SuperB ➛ smaller Δz and worst σ(Δt).
Therapy:
‧ Additional innermost silicon layer,
‧ Reduced beam spot size,
‧ Lower beam pipe radius (1 cm)
‧ Lower beam pipe material budget (0.52 % X0).

➛ Preliminary studies show Δt precision comparable to BaBar.
Be Beam pipe

events / 0.15 ps

Δt resolution (Fast Simulation)

Δt (ps)

Layer
0
1
2
3
4
5

Radius
1.6 cm
3.3 cm
4.0 cm
5.9 cm
12.2 cm
14.6 cm
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additional layer of double-sided
silicon striplets sensors (1.8 cm, 90º)
BaBar SVT:
5 layers of double-sided silicone
strips sensors

R&D for the SVT layer-0

ph
rfo ys
rm ics
an
ce
s

power
consumption

read-out speed

ex

➛ R&D needed to design a pixellated sensor with:
‧ material budget per layer < 1 % X0,
‧ spatial Rφ and z resolution < 10 µm,
‧ time stamp ~ 1 µs.

spatial resolution

en per
radiation hardness
vir im
on en
m ta
en l
t

➛ striplets not robust w.r.t. hit rate.

parameters optimisation:

material budget

Environmental constraints on Layer-0:
‧ Yearly ionising radiations: 3 MRad
‧ Yearly non ionising radiations: 5x1012 néq.cm-2
‧ Hit rate: 20 MHz.cm-2
‧ Data flow 5-10 Gb.s-1

pe

●

Several developments on-going with encouraging
results on CMOS pixel sensors based on a 0.18 µm
technology and high resistivity epitaxial layer.
●
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The benefits of beam polarisation
Beam polarisation helps suppress background or discriminate among NP models.
Sensitivity increased by at least x2.

signal (w/ polar.)
signal (w/o polar.)
background

●

μ

Polarisation is a unique feature of SuperB.
Without polarisation, no sensitivity to:
‧ sin2θW,
‧ τ g-2, SuperB sensitivity: δ(Δaτ )~10-6,
‧ τ electric dipole moment.

π-bkg cos(helicity)

●

τ →μγ

τ →μννν

μ-signal cos(helicity)
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CKM matrix
●

Improve CKM matrix elements precision:
‧ Search for NP and new source of CP violation.
‧ Major limitation for many NP searches with flavours: cf. K→πνν, sin2β vs. εK UT fits, ...

today (1 ab-1)

with SuperB (75 ab-1)
+ Lattice improvements
• δ(|Vcb|) = 1 % now
➛ 0.5 % with superB,
δ(|Vub|) = 8 % now
➛ 2 % with superB.
• δ(α) = 5 % now
➛ 1 % with superB,
δ(β) = 4 % now
➛ 0.1 % with superB,

ρ = 0.0163 ± 0.028
η = 0.344 ± 0.016

δρ = ± 0.0028
δη = ± 0.0024
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δ(γ) = 20-25 % now
➛ 1 % with superB,

Rare B → τν decay
●

Current discrepancy between experiment and prediction:
B.R.(B+ → τ+ν)
W.A. measurement:

SM prediction through
CKM global fit:

(1.67 ± 0.30)x10-4

(0.879 ± 0.084)x10-4

rH

MH+ (TeV)

MH+ (TeV)

but also Belle 2012: (0.72 ± 0.29)x10-4

tan β

tan β
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BSM+NP
=
BSM

~3% precision
possible on B.R.
in SM with SuperB
(currently 20%).
Also B→μ+ν.

B → D(*)τν decay
●

(∗)
B(B
→
D
τ ντ )
Measurement of the ratio: R(D (∗) ) =
B(B → D(∗) #ν" )

➛ cancellation of several theor. and exp. uncertainties.
R(D)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 101802 (2012)

BaBar result:
R(D) = 0.440 ± 0.072
R(D*) = 0.332 ± 0.029

R(D*)

tanβ/mH+ = 0.75 ± 0.04

SM prediction:
0.297 ± 0.017
0.252 ± 0.003

➛ 3.4σ inconsistency with SM
and type II 2HDM excluded at 99.8 % C.L.

tanβ/mH+ = 0.44 ± 0.02

R(D*)

tanβ/mH+ (GeV-2)
●

R(D)

To conclude on the presence of NP:
‧ Need more data.
‧ LHC will not be competitive with Flavour Factories:
presence of ν in final state.
‧ SuperB reach: 2% precision on B.R. (10% now).
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Spectroscopy
●

Many new unexpected hadronic states seen at different facilities (Tevatron, B Factories, ...).
Up to now: difficult to describe theoretically.
QCD: important for LHC data.
● With SuperB 50 ab-1:
‧ Discoveries of new states expected.
‧ Much more detailed studies in
several decay modes.
Expectations:
‧
‧
‧
‧

~(3000-11000) B → X(3872) K
~ 30000 Y(4260) → J/ψ π+π~ 3000 Y(4330) → ψ(2S) π+π~ 3000 Y(4660) → ψ(2S) π+πX(3872) @ B-Factory

X(3872)@ LHC

LHCb: Eur.Phys.J.
C72 (2012) 1972
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Belle : arXiv:0905.4313

SuperB golden measurements
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Interplay between Measurements and Theory
 More information on the golden matrix can be found in
arXiv:1008.1541, arXiv:0909.1333, and arXiv:0810.1312.

SuperB
scope

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

 Combine measurements to elucidate NP structure
→ Decoding NP won’t be easy

NP enhancement:

Observable effect

Moderately large effect

Very large effect

1
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from V. Santoro @ Xth Quark Confinement and
the Hadron Spectrum, Oct. 2012, Münich, Germany.

Observed tension with LEP data at the Z pole:
gVb is 2.8σ from SM and gAb is 3.1σ from SM with mH=125 GeV.
SuperB is the only facility able to address this discrepancy.
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from V. Santoro @ Xth Quark Confinement and
the Hadron Spectrum, Oct. 2012, Münich, Germany.
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